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 I find it sad watching one of the great brands of
the 20th century go down for the count and file
for bankruptcy. The analysis of what went wrong
isn’t just as simple as saying they were overtaken
by photography’s move to digital imaging. 

In the last 25 years, three prominent U.S.
corporations faced disruptive technology in
industries they invented: IBM, Motorola, and
Eastman Kodak.  The challenge to IBM came in
the 1980’s from Personal Computers which they
had invented. In those days, corporations spent vast sums on what by today’s
standards were primitive computers that required air conditioned rooms
with minions of white coated attendants tending to their vacuum tubes.
Those big machines cost $2 million or more.  The early PC’s cost $10,000 vs.
the $300 you can pay today for something far more powerful.  But IBM’s top
management refused to embrace PC’s and competitors swooped in to grab
the emerging market. IBM collapsed to $40 a share and laid off tens of
thousands. Then new management took the company into other directions
which became its future away from mainframes.

Motorola invented digital phones. It had a dominant position in messaging
devices (remember pagers?) and analog phones that made a ton of money. 
They were making so much money on analog they were slow to switch due to
internal fights.  “Why waste the money we are making on analog developing
digital?”  The company faltered but then surged back with the Flip Phone
and again with the super skinny RAZR phone. Bad Board decisions forced
out Chris Galvin, grandson of the founder on whose watch those terrific
products were developed, in favor of Ed Zander who ruined the company in a
very short time. It didn’t go bankrupt, but Zander took away its lifeblood:
“Innovation” and decided to buy technology from outside and not invent it
within.  It didn’t take long until Motorola was just selling “me, too” Android
phones.  But the rich patent portfolio remained. Like IBM and Eastman
Kodak, Motorola was always a U.S. leader in filing patents each year.  It is
that outstanding patent portfolio that Google is buying now to protect itself
from the onslaught of patent litigation it now faces in its purchase of
Motorola Mobility.

Eastman Kodak has a long history of innovation and being a patent
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leader.  While we think of it as a film company and we remember taking its
famous yellow boxes with us wherever we went, EK considers itself a
chemical company.  In manufacturing film, it was laying down layers of
chemicals and light sensitive silver on a substrate.  It also liked the fact that
you would return again and again to buy its film to put into your camera
when anything important was going to happen that we wanted to record: a
family vacation, a birthday, a graduation etc.

George Eastman’s idea was to sell you a cheap camera (the razor) and then
sell you a ton of film (razor blades) to put inside it.  In addition, it had a
huge business processing that film into pictures to put into your photo
album. Of course, most motion pictures were filmed on Kodak film and
many still are.  Kodak also owned medical imaging. If you needed an X-Ray
at your doctor’s or your dentist’s office, that film also came in a yellow box.

What killed Kodak is that it didn’t listen to the innovators within who
believed that digitization was going to eventually destroy the film business. 
Kodak INVENTED digital photography but the film guys argued that they
made all the money and those “Inventor Guys” were dragging down profits.
It was the exact same battle that had been fought within IBM and Motorola a
decade or two ago.

Enter Antonio Perez who arrived from Hewlett Packard where he was
competing with Carly Fiorina for the top job.  Perez had run HP’s highly
successful printer business. That’s what he knew well and it defined his
comfort zone. Years ago he said to me that when he arrived in Rochester, he
knew Kodak had vital patents that would allow it to enter the very mature
printer business without problems from the other leaders like Canon and HP.
There was an important wrinkle in his plan. 

The very expensive ink cartridges you buy from HP or Canon or Epson come
with a new head in every printer cartridge which drives up the price. Kodak
could sell you a better printer with a superior permanent head and much
cheaper ink cartridges. It was quite a value proposition for heavy users. 
 Kodak could undersell the competition dramatically and hopefully gain
enough market share to make a nice profit, once it had seeded the market. In
the end, that never has happened. In retrospect, selling some printers could
never replace the ubiquitous little yellow boxes that were famous around the
globe as one of the greatest of U.S. brands.

Somehow, Kodak was always a follower not a leader in digital photography
even though it had invented it.  It has amazing patents and technology on
OLED monitor technology. It had outstanding command of the issues and
the patents  involved in making superior cameras for your cell phone. It knew
better than any company the degree to which medical and dental imaging
was going digital 15 years ago or more. But it had neither the inclination nor
determination to pursue those markets it dominated. It sold off medical
imaging. Then as time went by, especially more recently, it didn’t have the
money to develop the things it invented that could have been its future.

Instead, Perez convinced the Board to commit the remaining funds it did
have to buying up a series of companies that could print books on demand,
monthly credit card bills and packaging materials on massive printers. That
was done just as the economy turned down in a big way and the printers who
could use such equipment were dealing with their own struggles and couldn’t
afford to buy these million dollar devices.

It wasn’t for lack of trying. It wasn’t because the folks in Rochester are lazy.  I
blame the Board for allowing Perez to follow what he knew and not what the



 

 

company needed to revitalize its future. In the end, the computer became a
totally disruptive technology to recording images on a film. Kodak had
technologies to exploit but let them languish until they didn’t have the cash
to develop them.

 Initially I was a fan of this company and honestly believed it was going to
prevail and thrive again.  I bought an early Kodak printer. The head failed.
They sent me a new one. It needed software upgrades. I was helped to install
them.  It was better but not dependable. I gave it away to a porter in my
building and bought something else.

I sold the stock after attending an analyst meeting two or three years ago in
NYC and learning that they didn’t have the cash to invest in the things that
could have been their future. They were seeking partners who never were
found.  After that, it was just watching the inevitable play out. EK was never
able to sell itself which seemed a likely prospect four years ago. Instead it
stayed alive by milking its patent portfolio which is what it probably plans to
do going forward.  Its patents and a few plants are most of what is left. About
90% of its employees have already been let go, in Rochester at least.

The future is grim and the once proud Eastman Kodak is now in bankruptcy
protection. As a serious amateur photographer through most of my life, I feel
like a close family friend has died.

Joan E. Lappin CFA            Gramercy Capital Management Corp.

 Mrs. Lappin, Gramercy Capital and its clients do not own shares in any
companies mentioned in this article.

Not happy with your investment performance? In these turbulent
times put Gramercy Capital’s decades of experience to work for
your portfolio.  Contact us at info@gramercycapital.com.  Follow
me on Twitter at @joanlappin or become a fan of my Facebook
page at http://on.fb.me/Joan-Lappin“

 Meet Joan at The Orlando Money Show where she will be speaking on Feb.
10 and 11, 2012.
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